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The Stage Media Company adopts leading customer insight system to 
drive customer engagement 
 
DataSalon’s customer insight solution MasterVision brings together all of The Stage’s customer 
data for the first time. 
 
London, UK and Oxford, UK, 31 October, 2012 – The Stage Media Company announced today that 
they have adopted DataSalon's MasterVision service in order to help develop their marketing efforts. 
MasterVision has integrated data from different areas of The Stage Media Company’s business including 
subscriptions, events, dating and jobs. All the source data has been fully merged and de-duplicated so 
The Stage have, for the first time, a complete view of how each contact interacts with the company. 
 
Over the coming months The Stage’s marketing team plan to use MasterVision to help develop structured 
email campaigns targeting event attendance, new subscriptions and renewals. They also plan to mine this 
complete view of their contacts to target new marketing messages to further grow the business. 

 

Staff at The Stage Media Company are using the insights provided by MasterVision to develop different 
areas of their business. For example, the marketing team are using it to target current subscribers with the 
aim of encouraging them to renew their subscription. Involved non-subscribing contacts and lapsed 
subscribers are also being targeted with new subscription offers. MasterVision is also being used to 
identify prospects for events, and event sign-ups have already increased in the short time The Stage have 
been using the system. Promoting The Stage’s jobs and dating sites are also key aims for the project. 
 
“It’s very exciting to have gained such a clear and complete view of our customers”, commented Grant 
Attwell, Head of Marketing at The Stage. “With MasterVision it has become really easy to understand the 
overlaps between our subscriber, events, dating and jobs databases, and we have very quickly seen a 
return on our investment through increased event sign-ups. We are now very optimistic about using this 
new level of customer insight to drive similar increases in newspaper and job site subscriptions too.” 
 
“We’re delighted to be working with The Stage Media Company”, said Nick Andrews, Managing Director at 
DataSalon. “It’s great to be able to provide a single customer view so that The Stage can now see the full 
extent of their customer relationships. This single view of The Stage’s data, combined with MasterVision’s 
fast and friendly analysis tools, means that The Stage can now maximise customer engagement across all 
areas of its business, so developing new and existing relationships.”  
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Notes for editors 
 

• The Stage is a weekly British newspaper founded in 1880, available nationally and published on 
Thursdays. Covering all areas of the entertainment industry but focused primarily on theatre, it 
contains news, reviews, opinion, features and other items of interest, mainly to those who work 
within the industry. 

 
It is an important publication for actors throughout the country, as it contains regular 
advertisements for available jobs and provides an opportunity for various acts to promote 
themselves to agents and directors. http://www.thestage.co.uk/ 

 
• DataSalon is a leading provider of customer insight solutions for publishers. Our core product 

MasterVision integrates all of a publisher’s customer data into a complete 360º view for every 
individual and institution, creating business insight for the whole organisation and high-value 
intelligence for leads, cross-selling and renewals. MasterVision is fully managed and hosted, and 
is backed by first-class service and support. We're pleased to count many of the most innovative 
publishers among our clients, including the American Institute of Physics, BMJ Group, IOP 
Publishing, and Oxford University Press. Our website is at: www.datasalon.com 

 
 

For further information about this press release please contact Jillian Monahan (Communications 
Director, DataSalon). Email: info@datasalon.com. Phone: +44 (0)1865 321353. 

 


